Biosynthesis of monoterpenes: inhibition of (+)-pinene and (-)-pinene cyclases by thia and aza analogs of the 4R- and 4S-alpha-terpinyl carbocation.
(+)-Pinene cyclase (synthase) from Salvia officinalis leaf catalyzes the cyclization of geranyl pyrophosphate, via (3R)-linalyl pyrophosphate and the (4R)-alpha-terpinyl cation, to (+)-alpha-pinene and to lesser quantities of stereochemically related monoterpene olefins, whereas (-)-pinene cyclase converts the same achiral precursor, via (3S)-linalyl pyrophosphate and the (4S)-alpha-terpinyl cation, to (-)-alpha-pinene and (-)-beta-pinene and to lesser amounts of related olefins. Racemic thia analogs of the linalyl and alpha-terpinyl carbocation intermediates of the reaction sequence were previously shown to be good uncompetitive inhibitors of monoterpene cyclases, and inhibition was synergized by the presence of inorganic pyrophosphate. These results suggested that the normal reaction proceeds through a series of carbocation:pyrophosphate anion paired intermediates. Both the (4R)- and the (4S)-thia and -aza analogs of the alpha-terpinyl cation were prepared and tested as inhibitors with the antipodal pinene cyclases, both in the absence and in the presence of inorganic pyrophosphate. Although the inhibition kinetics were complex, cooperative binding of the analogs and inorganic pyrophosphate was demonstrated, consistent with ion pairing of intermediates in the course of the normal reaction. Based on the antipodal reactions catalyzed by the pinene cyclases, stereochemical differentiation between the (4R)- and the (4S)-analogs was anticipated; however, neither enzyme effectively distinguished between enantiomers of the thia and aza analogs of the alpha-terpinyl carbocation. Enantioselectivity in the enzymatic conversion of (RS)-alpha-terpinyl pyrophosphate to limonene by the pinene cyclases was also examined. Consistent with the results obtained with the thia and aza analogs, the pinene cyclases were unable to discriminate between enantiomers of alpha-terpinyl pyrophosphate in this unusual reaction. Either the alpha-terpinyl antipodes are too similar to allow differentiation by the pinene cyclases, or these enzymes lack an inherent requirement to distinguish the (4R)- and (4S)-forms because they encounter only one enantiomer in the course of the normal reaction from geranyl pyrophosphate.